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Abstract
The paper presents a method to allow for instant changes to the definition of any Reward function for a
Reinforcement Learning mechanism. The central argument of this work is that quickly changing Reward
functions will not compromise convergence on optimal policy. Instant Redefition of reward durning learning
allows for changes in agent and environmental goals to immediately be reflected in both learning and execution
of learned behaviopur policies. A theoretical derivation of convergence behaviour is presented. We show several
benifits of this reinforcement learning paradigm by providing useful examples for those in the field.
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Section1: Introduction
One of the largest biases within Reinforcement Learning is the coupling of reward and state behaviours in
Model-Based systems. In humans, this behaviour is called psychological anchoring. A person can learn to
associate reward with stimulus via Pavlov's effect. Importantly, humans possess the ability to continually
disassociate reward from the prediction of system dynamics. It is argued that intelligent agents will need to
leverage the same ability. As a human, we may recall a pre-condition, how a glass may rest percariously on a
counter's edge. We project this experience(prediction) and feel it as pleasure (post) or anticipation (pre), and in
others as pain(post) or anxiety(pre). It is said that an immature individual will react to these emotions taking
action (shattering the glass as the prankster, or rescuing it as the worrier). It is said that a mature individual will
experience neither pain nor pleasure, and will take a measured response based on circumstance. For software
agents to be fully flexible learners, they will need to encode reward (anxiety/pain, anticipation/pleasure)
seperately from a system's behaviour policy. Intelligent agents will only used Model-Based Reinforcement
Learning.

If the encoding of reward (Emotion) occours along side action (Behaviour), then inflexible agents are developed.
This is generally called Model-Based reinforcement learning. It is proposed here that more flexible systems will
endevour to understand the world though it's systems transition dynamics (Dynamics/Physics) independently
from reward (Emotion). In these cases agents are given the ability to not only adjust reward to changing
circumstances, constantly, they are also granted the ability to reuse the transition model (Physics) in ancilliary
domains. It is left as a thinking exercise outside the scope of this paper to consider the extraction and
consolidation of transition models; under what circumstances can such consolidation be considered an
identification of principles, and what processes and methods should be applied to resuse and map these lessons
into new state spaces.

Lastly, the purpose of this work is to prove that is equilivent, for the purposes of regression and policy
identification, to regress toward infinite reward functions simultaniously vs a singular reward function. In general,
in work Reward function defintions are kept accessible and mutable, such that the goals and behaviour of acting
agents can be constantly tuned and altered. This is similar to changing the destination on a GPS device, or the
quarterly objectives in an organization. One expects the system, or community, to re-use experience in order to
address the new objectives.

Section 2: Practical Motivation
We informally mention several motivating examples related to Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning applied to
speculation networks (Capital Markets are an example), as to why a commitment to Model-Based reinformcent
learning is advised.

In Capital Markets several events require a fundemental shift in behaviour. If a market is bull or a market is bear
we may reward agents based on chasing profits or preserving capital. Thus, having agents that learned the
systems of the markets is preferred to an agent that needs to retrain on new system conditions. If one agent is
experienced on an asset class for the purposes of pricing options, and another agent is experience in the area of
knowing when to buy or sell options, then these agents may share transition dynamics (if a state space map
exists.) If a portfolio manager proposes a radical change in portfolio objective, these philosophies and investment
decisions may be encoded as changes into reward functions, and instantly deployed into all trained agents on
the market; these decisions can be paper tested on identical agents with identical experience before being
deployed to markets. None of these practical activities are possible with both use of Model-Based systems
(including supervised deep learning models), or emotional humans.
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Section 3: Theory
We present analysis demonstrating that quickly altering reward allows the agent to converge on an optimal policy
that is equilivant. To do so we coin T-Learning (transition learning) as a reductive form of Model-Based
reinforcement learning ancilliary to Q-Learning. In Section 3.1, we present the classical Q-Learning formulation
and compare it with the T-Learning mechanism during training, or the local optimality of the policy post
convergence. In Section 3.2 it is demonstrated that redefining a Reward function has no effect on an agent's
eventual convergence on a locally optimal policy. In Section 3.3 we show that we can expect the policy
discovered by the T-Learning agent to indeed be as optimal as a Q-Learning polciy.

In this paper we use Markov Decision Processes and make no attempt to cover the basics of this literature for
the reader. We skip to the fun part.

3.1 Q-Learning Compared with T-Learning

First, we note that an optimally encoded q function ( ) relates to a specific Transition function  and
Reward function .

(s, a)Q∗ T

R

(s, a) ∼ (s) = R( |a, s)T ( |a, s) + γV ( )argmaxaQ∗
t π∗ argmaxa∑

s′

s′ s′ s′

where we acknoledge that we may regress to this locally optimal policy using Q-Learning

(s, a)Q∗
t = (s, a) + α ( (s, a) − R( |s, a)) + γ Q( , )Qt−1 Qt−1 s′ argmaxa∗ s′ a∗

Unfortunately, as time  increases in value, the values  and  are encoded such that 
 it is not possible to compute  due to the loss of information.

To avoid information loss, a dynamics equation  and observed reward policy  can be tracked, and used to
compute at any time:

t R(s|s) T (s|a, s)
f : R ⋅ T → Q0 (Q)f −1

T
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R
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(s, a) = ( |s, a) ( , s, a) + γ ( )Q
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~∗

t−1 s′ R
~

t−1 s′ π∗ s′
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where .

Thus, it is immedititely evident that if we are provided with models of  and  functions, that we should be able
to directly extract behaviour policy.

The main issues with this formulation are:

1. (3.1.2) how is it possible to learn the  and  functions
2. (3.1.1) even if these policies are learned, how is it possible to extract  for large state spaces .

(s, a) ∼ (s, a)π~∗ Q∗

T
~

R
~

T
~

R
~

Q∗
~

S

3.1.1 Extracting Behaviours using Space Locality

We can create a computationally tractable Model-Based mapping function ( ) by only considering a
subset of states. One method of doing this is to use a locality function. The designer of the locality function has
the following design task for a function 

(s, a)Q
~∗

t

S

First, The subspace generated by  should be much smaller than the space .L |S|
α = argmi | (s|S)|nα Lα

Second, the function  can be substituted for  for the purposes ofLα S

( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( ) = ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( )∑
∈Ss′

T
~

t s′ R
~

t s′ π~ s′ ∑
∈ (s|S)s′ Lα

T
~

t s′ R
~

t s′ π~ s′

If the first and second equations hold true, then we have identified a local space  that can be used to define
optimal policy:

Lα

(s, a) = (s, a)argmaxa∈AQ
~∗

argmaxa∈L(a)Q
~∗

It is out of the scope of this paper to discuss procedures that may be used to identify locality functions. As an
idea, the generation of a locality function can actually be seen as a learning problem, were 

 where the goal is to minimize the error for some subspace := argmi | (s)|α′ nα Lα ∈ SSa

= ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( ) − ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( )errα ,′ Sa
∑

∈s′ Sa

T
~

t s′ R
~

t s′ π~ s′ ∑
∈L(s| )s′ Sa

T
~

t s′ R
~

t s′ π~ s′

In practice, and in industry, humans choose locality functions based on exeprience as state spaces in domains
such as the capital markets can be intractable large. In later work we will publish some methods that may be
used to automatically discover locality functions.
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3.1.2 Transition and Reward Model Regression
Instead of regressing to Q values directly  we instead regress to system dynamics 

. The same identical discussion relates to the observation of Reward . it is also frequently

the case that the reward model is chosen by the system designer to represent a specific goal within the
environment.

( ← f( ))Qt Qt−1

( ← f( ))T
~

t Tt−1 R

First, for some period of time we track the frequencies of state transitions between states using a  function.
These values can be kept in a memory buffer.

freq

T ( |s, a) =s′ freq( |s, a)s′

freq(s, a)

In general we can see the transition function  as a sample from an unobservable stably stochastic
distribution 

T ( |s, a)s′

P ( |s, a)s′

The size of the frequencies in the memory buffer will increase so we can encode these into memory in batch:

( |s, a) = ( |s, a)β + ( ( |s, a) − T ( , a, s)) (1 − β)T
~

t+1 s′ T
~

s′ T
~

s′ s′

The value of  is chosen such that . Obviouslt if  is not stably stochastic
(as it usually isn't) the best you can choose is to choose your convergence rate and  to get you reasonably
close to the transition dynamics. In general you can test how you are doing by evaluating how well you are
predicting your transition observations on average. That is, you can measure your accuracy:

β ( |s, a) = P ( |s, a)limt→∞ T
~

t s′ s′ P

β

= ( |s, a) − ( |s, a)errt Tt s′ T
~

t s′

If the error is tracked over time, and the transition models is of sufficient quality, then the error should be
minimized to a sufficiently low bound (and will never be zero). If the error starts to increase sharply, or you can
not converge, a change in learning rates or models may be required. Counting odds in a subspace is reductive,
and can be exceedingly so occasionally.

3.2 Policy Convergence during and after Reward function
substitution
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While an agent is training ( ), it is possible to redefine the reward function . Given , then 
 is possible. At this point the transition dynamics ( ) and locality principle ( ) maybe be used to

infer . Just as a human may redefine an objective during learning, agents may also change the definition of
success through reassignment of .

∼π~ π~∗
R
~

=R
~

t RA

←R
~

t+1 RB T
~

L

π~t+1

R
~

3.2.1 Proof of Optimal Switching

Given a set of reward functions  as time approaches infinity ( ) T-Learning
will converge will converge on a locally optimal policy , , for all , where  is the
set of all locally optimal policies for reward function .

Proof, Part one: an optimal policy parameterized with R_i be provide a solution:

R = { , , … , , …  }R1 R2 Rt t → ∞
π~∗ ∈ Π(s| )π~∗ Ri ∈ RRi Π(s| )Ri

Ri

First, we define a set of reward functions
R = { , , … , , …}R1 R2 Ri

Second, we define the set of locally optimal policies:

Π(s| ) = {π(s| ) π(s| ) ∈ (s, a|L, )}Ri Ri
∣
∣
∣ Ri argmaxaQ∗ Ri

Third, we always know that at least one of the locally optimal policies will be given by the argmax of the optimal
Q-values:

π(s| ) = (s, a| , L)Ri argmaxaQ∗ Ri

Foruth, We note that one locally optimal policy will always satisfy the identity :(s, a| , L)Q
~

t Ri

(s, a| , L) = P ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( , | , L)Q∗ Ri ∑
∈L(s)s′

s′ Ri s′ argmaxa∗ Q∗ s′ a∗ Ri

Proof, Part two: regression to :

It's clear that, as time approaches infinity, that a locally optimal policy  is found for a static . Below it is
demonstrated that  can be redifined on every iteration

Q∗

Q∗ Ri

Ri

(s, a|L, ) = (s, a|L, ) , t → ∞Q∗ Ri Q
~

t Ri

First, we also know, from section 3.1 and 3.2, that the optimal policy is equal to the recursive expected value of
the optimal policy itself.
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(s, a|L, )Q∗ Ri = E P ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( , | , L)
⎡
⎣
∑
∈L(s)s′

s′ Ri s′ argmaxa∗ Q∗ s′ a∗ Ri

⎤
⎦

Second, it turns out that the expected value of  is also the product of expected values. In linear algerbra this
is simply the inner or dot product.

Q∗

(s, a|L, )Q∗ Ri = E [P ( |s, a)] E [ ( |s, a)] + γ E [ ( , | , L)]∑
∈L(s)s′

s′ Ri s′ argmaxa∗ Q∗ s′ a∗ Ri

We make three obvious substitutions, , , E[ ] ≡Q∗ Q∗ ( |s, a) = E [ ( |s, a)]Ri s′ Ri s′ S ≡ L(s)

(s, a|L, ) = E [P ( |s, a)] ( |s, a) + γ ( , | , L)Q∗ Ri ∑
∈L(s)s′

s′ Ri s′ argmaxa′ Q
∗ s′ a∗ Ri

In Section 3.1.2 we have shown that ( |s, a) ≡ E [P ( |s, a)]limt→∞ T
~

t s′ s′

(s, a|L, ) = ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( , a| , L)Q∗ Ri lim
t→∞

∑
∈L(s)s′

T
~

t s′ Ri s′ argmaxa∗ Q∗ s′ Ri

Thus, it is clear that given any  at any time step, if  is converged, that the derived policy will indeed be in the
family of the optimal policy. At any point after training, or during training,  can be substituted and the behaviour
policy or learning policy will not be effected. It is important to note that infinite exploration of all states is assumed
at time infinity, and that any exploration policy needs to be crafted to explore the whole state space.

Ri T
~

Ri

Section 3.3: T-Learning Optimal Policy

From section 3.2 it is clear that reward may be swapped during learning, and that the resulting policy will
converge. It is also obvious from section 3.1 that the computation is tractable. However, it is not clear if the policy
that is learned will be optimal. From Section 3.2 we note that only one term is learned, whereas the others are
known apriori.

(s, a|L, ) = ( |s, a) ( |s, a) + γ ( , a| , L)Q∗ Ri lim
t→∞

∑
∈L(s)s′

T
~

t s′ Ri s′ argmaxa∗ Q∗ s′ Ri
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Only the transition function needs to be regressed to, correctly, to arrive at an optimal policy.

Breifly, there are two conditions that are required to discover an optimal value for 
( |s, a)T

~
t s′

( |s, a)T
~

t s′

1. Complete and infinite visitation of each state  must occour by time infinity.

Either, the designer of the learning or exploration policy must add exploration into the system dymanics
(draconian), or, the set of chosen Reward functions  must encourage the agent to infinitely explore the space
(incentivised). In our methods we reward our agents to fully explore space if we see certain areas are under
explored. (This is generally the ideal method for human beings, as well)

s ∈ S

R

1. After each visitation, the learning rule used to update  must be executed:( |s, a)T
~

t s′

( |s, a) = ( |s, a)β + ( ( |s, a) − T ( , a, s)) (1 − β)T
~

t+1 s′ T
~

s′ T
~

s′ s′

Trivially, if these guidelines are followed Stochastic Gradient Descent will converge on correct values for a stably
stochastic transition function.
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